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Beer Br. Clapp r 

Your letter of the 22nd caue yesterday. i gpant that day in Washington, getting home 
at 1 aes. I also heve to spend ali dey Monday there. So, 1 respond in haste and will in 
more detail as soon am 1% is possible. 

Pirst of all, I as astounded thet you would de as you have without consulting us, 
if the case hac been adequately prepared, there are sormelities of life, lite iliness, 
that could muke this schedule impessible. 

However, you have not prepared the case and have not permitted enough time for 
agequate preparation of either part of it. 

You have by this sought to completely foreclose the medical part, with which you 
have not only dene nothing but have steadfastly refused to respond the frequent times 
i have wiltten you about it. You don’t even have all our medical records, have done nothing 
to get them, snd have not done as you promized when I pointed ont that you did not have 
complete recomia and lacked any basis for comparison and evaluation, This was at our 
‘uly meeting in your office, on the answers to the government's intérregatories. You then 
agresc complete records are nesessary and you would get them, After months of effort on 
my part, hindered by your silence, 1 received this assurance only today. after what is 
missing is delivered, proper sedical inquiry is required. 1 have repeatedly raised this 
question with you, from the beginning, without response, when 1 learned of a forensic 
psychiatrist in Saltimore and wrote you asking about him, you did not even answer, You 
have done nothing about locating an expert witmess or witnesses in this srea, have made 
no suggestions to me as to who would be acceptable to you, ani have beon silent when at 
ny initiative the Environmental Yefense Fund phoned you three weeks ago to offer precisely 
this kind of help. Sven the sclentifie literatwre relevant to this that 1 have sought out 
and collected over the years you have not looked at. If you have doubte ehout what caused 
them, you can % possibly have doubts about the existence of medies? problems with both of 
us. Such doubts and the presentation of proof in court both require what you have never 
even discussed with us, competent medical examination. Were such an effort to begin 
imuediately ani to be pursued with utmost vigor, it is a complete impossibility within 
the limite of the time set forth in your letter. 

in the other area of the case you also have done nothing. i'm referring to fact, not 
legal research, which you have never even mentioned te me. All you have cone with the fact 
is that which relates to the ahawers to the governtent's interrogatories. In about a year, 
to the best of my recollection, this is all you have done, respon: to these interroge tories. 
when you were here and i wanted to show yeu other evidence, you sada that would come later. You didn't even look at the extent of it. You did no more than skim through the Taft file, 
which i had in « cardboard box, and the few thinge I had laid aside for Davia, If you hed 
or have in mind what you believe it is neceasary fer us to prove anc how, you have not 
mentiona: it to ne. what Kinds of witnesses you will want you heave not indicated. I had 
arranged a nuaber for taft, but that was years ago. As i told and xrote you, i have no way 
of kmowing vhere most are or even if they are etill alive. i also told you several are 
seriously iii. I went inte this further in giving you information for the interrogs tory 
answers, Aside from the experts who are busy people anc you selected a holiday tims which 
ageravates this clrvady-serious problem, me-wly finding and speaxing to those to when I 
had spoken or fron whom i have a‘fidavits is probably impossible in the leas than a month 
you have permitted, and this does not eveh allow for taking them te you so you can decide 
whether you vant to use them Under orcinary circumstances, i can't imagine you putting & witness to whos you have never spoken on the stand. in this case, with the history of 
Silard having Gene that, the disaster it caused and my ezplicitness on the point with you, it is inconceivable that you would guarantes the inevitability of precisely this,



ig you have decided upon a theory or apvroach to this aspect of the evidence, you 
have kest it seeret. Therefore, J saven + the ateetes idea of what you want to prove, 

vio you consider unnecessary, how you prope to do it and with whom, what further proofs 
in the form of caleuletions yore sight require Vand ail theese Kimis of things take time, 
particularly after the lapse of so many years). 

Our logs are exvanci Yee Shey deal with what we will have to PLOVEy overfligzghts and 
their consequences. I don t believe you have even locked a% them and i know they are in 
my files, for 1 saw thes there ip seeking what the EDP asket of mes If you took any of the 

copies salt had, you did not t ake ali, for several files of them remain in that box. Tou 
neither looked at nor tovk our vu -ords with the government, for those correspondence files 

S1e0 Temain in the bbe, We never got inte the sonic boom part. There is an entirely 

separate claim, to an extent significent for us, wite the Air Force, which had agreed to 
pay and then didn't. In that case we could pinpoint the source of the pleames and went to 
that base and reached an agreement with the proper officerthere. Whether or net ig negotia- 

tion with the air «orece you could have accomplished anything on this may be conjecturel. 
Had you ever begun to prepare the case you'd have known about it. With even ea considerable 
cospromise of the claim, for over 24,400, you'd have had enough to pay the medical and 
other experts we need, There are other sonie boom damages where the booms are officially 

acknowledged, and . have pictures of the damages they caused. in checking this file, of 
whieh you imew nothing, i find that I was algo in touch with the Secretary of the Air Ferce, 

which I didn't reeall in anawering that interrogatory question. and my then Vongreesman, 
whe nate a cousiderable affort, xhose file i have, and it shows wBat 1 think you will want 
and might want to cursue further for it can be interpreted as acknowledgement of responsi bility, 
Yet without having looked into the case esoug: to know of this separate item ‘ano if ay 
recoliection is correct, the same planes caused damage in the washington area, reported 

ik the papers), you have apvlied inordinate pressure upon me to accept a totel settlement 
that would net less than payment of this separate claim alone. 

i know that for about a year, whemever enough time elapsed so 1 did not have to fear 

resentment on your part, 1 wrote repeatedly to ask you what I could de by way of preparing 
evidence for you. In doing this, I alse rewinded you thst the time was being wastec and 

+ i wanted very muoh for the case to be heard by Judge “homsen, I dan ¢ believe you 
responded a single time. And there is an enormous amount of work require? to substantiate 
incividual things you might want toe prove. for example, the capacity of our laying chickens 
under norual ciroumstences. Yr the preparations of graphs showing normal and interferred= 
with production. If you want this, and I think something like it is essential as proof, it 
might take no more than 10 minutes on the witness stand, but it could well take a long 
hard week as ea minimum to prepare. I have countless files on this. This individual element 
of the sany—facetad proct would require at least 2 third of the time you heve permitted, 
plus what we'd have to do together with it, plus graphing, plus experts, ete. There are 
countless sueh slesents of proof if any case at all is to be presented. if you have mo way 
of imowing this, it is not because I didn t undertake to inform you or ask what you wanted 
me to be doing for the past year but becalise you have net begun to look into the case you 
ére OW, without consultation with me, rushing into court. 

tou have done nothing at all about discovery. 1 have taken this up with you regularly. 
But the very day before you made these impossible arrangementgyou wrote xe that you “would” 
carry this further. But before thai letter reached ne you made this, too, impossible. I 
have repeatedly asked you about my undertaking parts of this, from drafting interrogatory 
questions to seeking the information on my own. I did begin thia, did keep you informed of 
it, and one of the things 1 did in *Fashington yesterday was locate some of this, with 
more BUccESS than i hac antieipeted. + learned where files I had not considered are located 
anc have a conditional prasise of delivery of two xeroxes of everything in each, one for you 
anc one for ue to go over for yous, it is for similar surposes that i have appointments in 
Washington bondaye There is an enormous angunt of this possible, anc the anount oF money



involved is more than enough to justify the time. <n any svent, most of the time would 
have been mine and 7 repeatedly offered and sucvested it. among the things possible is 

proof of our sliegations from the govermient's ow files. I know of case after case of 
this and even discussed them with Srecato and Davis when I was pro ge. 

I eould ge on and on listing such things. Ny sole immediate purpose le to make the 
point that we are not ready for trial and can't be in the time you have permitted. It is 
physieslly impossible for us te get tegether befor® the weak of December 4,4 week before 
the pre-trial conference you have scheduled and only 12 working days before you have 

arranged for the tzial. If we were willing to abandon the medical claim, which we are 
not an: I think you should not even ask us to without thorough exploration of it when you 
have made none and could have mace none, ani if we knew now exactly what you want to 
present whereas we have no idea, you have arranged it so that there is not a fraction of 
the time required fox even a rudimentary preparation of the ease relating to the damage 

to the chickens. 

When we first spoke to you there were 4 number of things 1 made quite explicit. We 

would not again go to trial unprepmeed is one. I told you in cetall why, such as learning 

of “proof of less" for the first time on the witness atand. Unprepared wituesses is another. 
These and other things kicked back necdlessly. 1 gave you an illustration from oud tex 
retorts, which show extensive losses over a base that was iteelf reduced by losesa. That 

a large amount of work in preparation would be requireé is another. I also told you that 
i could anc would do this work under your direetion, If I an not a lawyer, I am expert 
in poultry, have been used as an expert in poultry by states, several countries, our 

own government, and in official proceedings of several Kinds. i have Bhd experience in 

collecting and preparing evidence, for official proceedings and in court. There is nothing 
i an raising for the first time an this letter. That we are today unprepared and can't be 
by the time you have arratiged trial is not only not my fault but is in spite of my many 
efforts for a year. let we could have had all of this over with by gune, certainly hy 
iebor Uay, if you had done as you told us at the outset you would. Yet it tock you months 

to gat around to addressing the government's interrogatories with me and abowt five months 
to answer then after 1 gave you the information you then lacked. It.tock you dam months 
to get to me the govermmunt's answefs to the first part of Sart’s interregateories then 
something like six years late and a month to mailuthem to me. I got that at bedtime three 
dsys ago. Seven sonths is couited from the time you wrote me you had reminded Devis of theme - 

There is another area of great concern to me in all of this, and i have discussed it 
with you at length. Secause the first case was unprepared, the judge concluded I em not 
an honest man, that is a permanent defamation for which i do not blame the judge. Silerd 
is responsible in not preparing the case, even with me. Because of it the judge effered to 
withdrew. I declined, for i want and believe I am entitled to a fair chance to clear ny 
name, and I regard hin as an eminent jurist end a faireminded man, However, nothing has 
been done that is not designed to prejudice him, beginning with Sdilard and Taft, whose 

. deZays are for years, and then continued by Baron, who never Kept his word to sit down and 
negotiate with me, and Srocato and Vavis who did worse, pretended they were when they didn't. 
You went explicit enough in telling us this is typical of Davis fron your perponal knowledge. 
Sow you have arraiged a seheduleg after a year of time, that makes presentation of part of 
the case totally impossible and the rest at the very beat iutirely inadequate. 

3 

We can % agree to this and do not. we ask thet you undertake to sxplein this to the 
judge in a fay that will not be prejudicial to us or, at the very least, wili be as une 
prejudicial as possible. You are well aware of our urgent needs of this tine of the ¥Oare 
“y wife in in tag school which continues into next month, two days a week, We spend until 
1 DeHe a third day in therapy. Beginning Jenuary 2 we have our only income, my wife*s 
employment, wiich lasts until after the middle of asril, If she can do nothing during that 
time, 1 have much tise and can and will do such. During that tine I aleo must provide her 
with transportation, as you know.
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his ig a very old case. That, in itself ic hurtful te us because of the delay 
and all that means and because it locke bad to the judge. 1 think 1t is important for hin 

to know that not any of this delay over all these years is our fault or our decire. (1 can, 

to illustrate, show you a diary with the incredible number of days I went to Taft's 
office for appointments he q@idn't keep or did nothing when I was there, his concentration 
being on such things as getting dreft defe¥fnents for Hr. Williams’ Redskins.) You 
responded to my letter on November 17 last year, a weck more than a year ago. During this 

time there was no delay attributable to me. #e gave you the government's interrogatories 

when we first sew you ami you didnt get into them until february, knoving.ny wife was 
then working day and night. She alone knows our books. She alone keeps them. I mailed you 
the missing information theres or four days only after she finished work, which i regard 

am prompt. Although as your later correspondence show you did receive this, you wrote ne 

in sume saying you hadn't and would reaign from the case unless you did. in fact, when I 

sent you sy only clear carbon and asked for ita return when i learned you had gotten the 

original, you have not even done that. You then took until October to answer these 

interrogatories, although we meade a trip to your office in vuly to go over the Pinal 

wording with you and you dietated some of it in our presence. 1 think, particularly 

in the light of the foregoings/Btkes a pretty clear recom. — 

¥e are exceedingly anxious to get this over with, but not by throwing it away. Ey 
correspondence with you is also clear and redundant on this. I wrote you about it many 

tine, without a sinzle anewer. Not on what I could do, net on witnesses, not on anything. 

ay yecentk letters are axgplicit in their exzpreasions of concern. They were written 

before you procecded as you have without answering them or consulting with us. My concern 

has turned to fear. 1 again solicit somenexplanation, for 1 just can’t understand this. 

Sincerely, 

Harold #elsberg


